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INSTRUCTIONS FrameForge3D Chapter 2 Scales Assignment: 

MOTIVATION 
Frameforge3D is a sophisticated storyboarding software that allows you to construct and prop 

out 3D virtual sets and then block out character movements and position cameras, utilizing specific 
lenses, to capture storyboards.  Because the lenses on the virtual cameras correspond to the optics of real 
lenses, this storyboarding program allows you to very accurately storyboard your projects.  This will 
help you communicate your visual ideas to your team and help your team come to an agreement about 
how you will shoot your films.  You will learn a great deal about camera positioning and lens choice in 
the process.   

OBJECTIVE 
This first exercise is designed to begin your familiarization with Frameforge and to allow you to 

demonstrate that you understand basic framing scales and composition.   

How to use FrameForge3D: 
Download Chpt2CamExercScales.previz from Ctools 
Launch FrameForge3D. 
In the “Creating New Location” dialogue window, select “Load Other Previz File…” and 

find and open Chpt2CamExercScales.previz . 
You should see FrameForge3D set up this way. 
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Save As, adding your name to the front of the  .previz file name 
(YourNameChpt2CamExercScales.previz ).   

If at any point you have trouble using the application, open the “Quick Start Manual” in the Help 
menu.  You should find what you need there, quickly.  Here are the names of the various controls on the 
FrameForge main window.  I may refer to “A. Blueprint View” as the “Aerial View.” 

If you accidentally double-click in the live view area and create a new camera, simply single-
click on it to highlight it, and delete it.  Use only the one, yellow, camera.    

1) Using the camera throttle controls at the bottom of the application window (roll; pan/tilt; 
zoom; dolly; crane) and/or clicking on the yellow camera icon and moving it with the cursor, frame up 
Marion, the woman in white, in a Close Up.  Create a well-framed shot.   

Typically, motion picture compositions are considered well framed when they position the 
subject at the vertices of lines that divide the frame in thirds horizontally and vertically (in red, below) 
because this lends a sense of visual dynamism to the composition, which animates the visual drama.  
Occasionally, as in the shot of a TV news anchor, the subject may be framed in the center of the shot, 
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but this is a very static framing, which lends the sense of immobility and unchangingness to the subject, 
which is the opposite of a dramatic situation.   

Now store your CU of Marion by clicking on the “Store Shot” button at the base of the yellow 
camera’s image of her. 

A “Stored Shot Data” window will open.  
Fill it is as you see here, with 1 as the shot number, 
C.U. as the scale, and Marion as the description. 

Click “Apply” to store your C.U. 
Do the same for the following shots. 

The shots: 
2) ECU Marion… 
3) ELS  Marion… 
4) LS  Marion… 
5) MCU  Marion… 
6) MLS  Marion… 
7) MS  Marion… 
Save your work.  
Open “Storyboard Shot Manager” under the Tools Menu.  You should see the original 

shot plus your 7 stored shots.  If everything is as it should be, email me your “.previz” file: you have 
completed the assignment.  If not, you can delete, rename/number etc in the Shot manager, or create new 
shots in main window.   

Email me your .previz file. 


